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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents research works on developing the objective speech intelligibility prediction models in room with dome in terms of acoustics, and room and dome geometry. The purpose of the research was to enable one to predict speech intelligibility (SI) in room with dome as early as at the conceptual design stage. The developed SI prediction models have made possible the estimation of the acceptable room and dome dimension ratios for speech, the determination of the significant acoustics parameters that affect SI, and the determination of achievable SI scores at any audience area in room with dome. The research was begun with pilot study and room investigations in large mosques with dome in Johor. Similar works were later extended in Negeri Sembilan, Selangor and Kedah. Basic dimensions of room and dome, types of dome, types of ceiling, and types of material and finishes in room and on dome surfaces were obtained. Having completed room investigation activity, acoustics measurements were conducted in thirty-two mosques with dome, with dome volume ranging from 100 m³ to 10000 m³ to determine Speech Interference Level (SIL), reverberation time (RT60) and speech intelligibility assessor, Speech Transmission Index (STI); the parameters that are required for the development of SI prediction models. It was found that RT60 is able to predict minimum SI scores in area 6° outside sound source coverage area, which is STI_{OUT6_{(min)}}. Average SI under dome area, STI_{DA_{(mean)}} is found to be efficiently predicted by average sound absorption coefficients of the room. Both STI_{DS_{(min)}} and STI_{DS_{(mean)}} are well predicted by room and dome geometry. From the simulation works, it has been found that the developed SI prediction models have achieved acceptable prediction accuracy for the practical purposes, with multiplication of 0.2 to 2.6. Therefore, the development of SI prediction models has been successful, accurate and time effective to obtain optimum achievable SI in room with dome.
ABSTRAK

Tesis ini menerangkan hasil kerja penyelidikan membina model objektif untuk meramal kejelasan percakapan (KP) dalam ruang berkubah menggunakan parameter akustik, dan geometri ruang dan kubah. Tujuan kajian ini ialah untuk membolehkan peramalan KP dalam ruang berkubah, sebelum ianya dibina lagi. Model peramalan KP yang berjaya dibina dapat menentukan dimensi ruang dan kubah yang betul, dapat menentukan parameter akustik signifikan yang mempengaruhi KP, dan dapat membuat peramalan tahap KP pada mana-mana kedudukan pendengar dalam ruang berkubah. Penyelidikan dimulakan dengan kajian pandu dan penyiasatan ruang di masjid-masjid besar di Johor. Kajian yang sama kemudiannya diteruskan di Negeri Sembilan, Selangor dan Kedah. Dimensi asas ruang dan kubah, jenis kubah, jenis siling, dan jenis bahan yang menyelaput permukaan ruang dan kubah telah diperolehi. Selepas itu, pengukuran akustik telah dijalankan di tiga puluh dua buah masjid berkubah, berisipadu 600 hingga 10000 meter-padu, bagi mendapatkan Tahap Gangguan Percakapan (SIL), masa gemaan (RT60) dan penilai KP Index Penghantaran Percakapan (STI). Hasil kajian mendapati bahawa RT60 dapat meramalkan KP terendah di luar kawasan 6° liputan sumber bunyi, iaitu STI_{OUT6(min)}. Purata KP di ruang bawah kubah STI_{DA(mean)} boleh diramal oleh purata angkali penyerapan bunyi. Kedua-dua STI_{DS(min)} dan STI_{DS(mean)} dapat diramalkan oleh geometri ruang dan kubah. Hasil kerja simulasi menunjukkan bahawa model peramalan KP yang dibina berjaya mencapai tahap kejituan yang boleh diterima, dengan faktor pekali 0.2 hingga 2.6. Oleh itu, kerja pembangunan model peramalan KP telah berjaya, tepat serta menjimatkan masa untuk digunakan bagi meramal tahap optima KP sesebuah ruang berkubah.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The chapter begins with an explanation of the background of research problem. It then proceeds with listing the objectives of the undertaken research. Next, it lays out research questions, scope of work and limitations in the study. Finally it list down the contributions of the research, and structure of chapters in the thesis.

1.2 Background of Research Problem

An ability to hear a speech is not the same as intelligible upon hearing a speech. Speech intelligibility means how clearly what is said can be heard. Although a speech is heard, the speech may not be clear or understood at all (Templeton et al., 1993).

The objective of hearing a speech is speech intelligibility. Speech intelligibility is the net result of the conditions under which communications takes place. It includes the behavior of talker and listener, the shape and finishes of the room, and the communication system under which the speech sound is propagated (French and Steinberg, 1947).

Dome, the shape that generates unequal distribution of sound waves, may cause a serious speech intelligibility problem (Cremer et al., 1982). The existence of dome in a room causes the arrival of groups of reflection within a short period of time, which degrades speech intelligibility (Mapp, 2002).
Attempts were made to study spatial distribution of speech intelligibility in relation to the location of dome. Using the score of Speech Transmission Index (STI) as the criteria, Ahmad Khan Said (2001) has found out that the STI scores are relatively low under the dome area (Figure 1.1). This is due to high reverberation time $RT_{60}$ of this mosque. In a different study using $RT_{60}$ as the criteria, Mokhtar Harun et al. (2000) found that the $RT_{60}$ under the dome area was relatively high. This is due to reflective surface of the dome.

Figure 1.1   Floor plan showing STI in room with dome (Ahmad Khan Said, 2001)
Figure 1.2  Patterns of RT60 in a room with domes (Mokhtar Harun et al., 2000)

**Note:** Domes are displayed to show location at which the measurement of RT60 were made.

Reports show room with dome poses speech intelligibility problems, which requires extensive and expensive treatment. Inoue *et al.* (1998) reported that a 20 m dome in an underground working area was treated with 12 pieces of 1.7 m width hanged cotton canvases, 310 m$^2$ absorptive rubber tiles on the floor, and 30 pieces of 32 kg/m$^3$ glass fibre boards (Figure 1.3). Clark (1999) reported that a 17187 m$^2$ exhibition space was treated with 9300 m$^2$ banners (Figure 1.4). Abdelazeen *et al.* (1991) reported that the King Abdullah Mosque in Jordan was treated with sandwiched panels that consist of 50 mm thick mineral wool and 8 mm thick plywood with 24% perforated of 50 mm air gap (Figure 1.5).
The 1100 pieces of banners cover 9300 squared-meter area attached to the ceiling support beams.

**Figure 1.3**: Solutions to speech intelligibility problem in underground working area enclosed by the dome (Inoue et al., 1998)

**Figure 1.4** Illustration of the acoustics treatment for dome in Trans World Dome exhibition center (Clark, 1999)
Extensive treatment does not guarantee satisfactory speech intelligibility. Md. Najib Ibrahim et al. (2003) has found out that sound reflections in room with dome cannot be reduced solely by room treatment. For instance, the National Stadium in Kuala Lumpur had once undergone a major treatment to improve its speech intelligibility (Ahmad Khan Said, 1990). Even after the remedies, the existing sound system installation has to be operated below the optimum level.

If the treatment were not possible in order to preserve the originality and aesthetics of the room, the sound system arrangement of the room would be extensive, obtrusive and costly. Mapp (2003) has cautioned that by mounting small, high-density, and low directivity loudspeakers in room with speech intelligibility problem, the number of loudspeakers could easily exceed 100 to 200 loudspeakers.

In extreme case, the mosque with reflective dome may have to be demolished. The Sultan Ahmad Shah I Mosque, in Kuantan Pahang, had been demolished in 1989 due to serious speech intelligibility problems. The cost for
acoustics treatment was unbearable and it was more economical to rebuild the mosque with treated dome (Ahmad Khan Said, 1990).

The above problems arise because speech intelligibility in those rooms cannot be predicted prior to construction. Such an extensive and costly mistake would have been avoided should speech intelligibility could be predicted during the design stage. Therefore, this research attempts to develop speech intelligibility prediction model in room with reflective dome.

1.3 Purpose and Objectives of Research

The purpose of this research is to develop the speech prediction models in room with dome that is accurate and acceptable for practical purposes.

The objectives of this study are as follows.

1. To identify factors that affect speech intelligibility.

2. To identify and select the most reliable and comprehensive speech intelligibility assessor.

3. To develop speech intelligibility prediction model for room with dome.

4. To verify the developed prediction models with the Ray Tracing based simulation.
1.4 Scope of Work and Limitations of the Research

Mosques are selected as samples due to the fact that mosque acoustical function is mainly for speech. Unlike churches and multipurpose rooms, such as National Stadium and National Science Centre in Kuala Lumpur, mosque adopts no musical performance or musical instruments to be played in it.

The geometry of room samples selected for the study is restricted to combination of rectangular room and dome. Follows are scope set for this research.

a. The room sample selected has not undergone any acoustics treatment.
b. The plan and form of samples are symmetrical.
c. The dome, material and room finishes of dome in room samples are made of hard material, and are sounds reflective.
d. Volume of room sample is 10000 ft$^3$ (or 280 m$^3$) and above.
e. Ratio of dome to room volume of room samples is at least 1:10.
f. Ray Tracing Simulation of EASE 3.0 is used to verify the developed speech intelligibility (SI) prediction models
g. Real room with dome are to be used to analyse and compare the developed SI prediction models

1.5 Research Contributions

The undertaken research work has contributed to the expansion of knowledge in the field of acoustics and speech intelligibility in room with reflective dome.

The developed speech intelligibility prediction models are capable of predicting the speech intelligibility at the room’s architectural design stage. The prediction model at such an early stage enables the changes in form, shapes, and material and finishes of room
before the design is finalized. The use of prediction models save time, cost, and maintains the aesthetics of the room.

1.6 Structure and Thesis Layout

The next five chapters cover all research activities in evaluating and developing speech intelligibility prediction models in room with dome.

The second chapter provides a summary of literature on factors affecting speech intelligibility in room. Three speech intelligibility assessors currently available and used are also discussed.

The third chapter describes methodology of the research. Pilot study, sampling of room samples, and room investigation are described. The calibration of equipment, equipment set up, and procedures for measurement of objective measures and acoustics measures are presented in this chapter.

Acoustics quality of room samples in terms of objective measures are described in Chapter IV. This chapter presents analysis of objective measures and their relation to STI. The developed speech intelligibility prediction models in terms of RT60, sound absorption coefficient, and ITDG is also tabulated.

The process of developing speech intelligibility prediction model in terms of room and dome dimensions is described in Chapter V. The simulation of the prediction model to Ray Tracing based simulation is presented at the final section of this chapter.

Lastly, the final chapter provides conclusions of the research. The undertaken research also has brought about future suggestions and strategy to improve the developed models. Those ideas are presented in section on suggestions for future work.
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